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The University of Warwick
• Currently boasts:
– 2,318 Academic / Research / Teaching staff
– 2,088 Postgraduate research students
• Subject cover across the board
– 30 departments and over 70 research centres in 4 faculties
– DTC/CDTs, Institute of Advanced Study
• In the 2014/15 year
– Research grants and contracts = £100.8 million
– HEFCE grant for research = £34.2 million

Publication output
• Yearly average by publication type (based on data in WRAP)
– Journal articles = 3000
– Conference papers = 550
– Book chapters = 410
– Books = 150
– Other = 300
• Yearly average no. of PhD Theses awarded
– 320

Open Access Surveys – 2011 and 2014
Initial survey 2011

Refreshed survey 2014

• 83% of responders in favour of open
access principles
• 59% of responders had used WRAP to
make their work open access
• 71% believe copyright of articles
should remain with the author
• 75% stated they kept a copy of the
AAM

• 79.4% of responders in favour of open
access principles
• 70.8% have made work open access
– Of those 67.1% used WRAP
• 70.4% believe copyright of articles
should remain with the author
• 93.5% keep a copy of the AAM
• 48.6% are happy with CC-BY licenses
for their work

– Of which 65% where happy to deposit this
to an open access repository

“I don't really care [who owns the copyright]
as long as there is either a successful
business model for publishers (so they can
continue to publish) or an effective and
recognised alternative”

2011

“Would depend on the journal; there
are many good open access journals
but also a lot of rogue and 'vanity'
publishers”

“Depends a great deal on
how REF is affected.”

“I am in favour of attribution
rather than ownership and that
intellectual property of all kinds
should be a community resource.”

[If the funding body allowed you to include provision for publication
charges, would you consider doing this to cover Open Access Journal
publication charges?]

“I would if the charges were reasonable and to cover
journal expenses rather than to make a profit”

“I think I just need someone to sit me down
and make me hunt through the computer for
the files needed to put into wrap... It's a task I
know I ought to do but never get round to”
“WRAP is excellent. It would be a good idea
to send regular reminders to academics to
update their deposited material. I am guilty
of not doing this regularly.”

2014

“I would just prefer to upload my
accepted version on the arXiv
web pages and on my own/group
web pages. I think this whole
business of paying journals is a
gross waste of money.”
“How do you set the
boundary between 're-use'
and plagiarism?”

“The problem is not whether to choose open access or not. The
problem is that the current model where UK universities pay extra for
open access and still pay the library subscription means we pay twice and thus less money for actually doing the research. Also, I think at
some point we need to move to a model where we actually pay the
reviewers and editors.”

Continued concerns
• Real concerns about:
– Pinpointing date of acceptance and ‘accepted version’
– Time needed and difficulty of navigating policies and processes
– ‘Gold’ open access and effect on research funds
– Quality of ‘pure’ open access journals
– Concerns projects jointly funded by RCUK and commercial companies
– Intellectual property rights and copyright

Open Access at Warwick
Scholarly Communications Manager and Open Access Officer
• Information on OA, publisher and funder policies
• Departmental visits and tailored OA events and training
• Management and support of RCUK, COAF and institutional funds
WRAP Team
• Information, training and advice on the use of WRAP and deposit of materials
• Information on OA, publisher and funder policies
• Copyright checking and assurance for authors about publisher policies
• Provision of personalised support through WRAP@mydesk sessions

Open Access Publishing
• APCs paid from RCUK, COAF and institutional funds
– 2015/16 = 234 RCUK APCs approved
• Average RCUK APC:
– 2013/14 = £1,550
– 2014/15 = £1,813
– 2015/16 = £1,801 (provisionally, final costs still coming in)
• OA Publishing in both hybrid and ‘pure’ open access
• Open Access monographs small in number but growing
• Library led open access publishing platform launched 2015

Open Access and the HEFCE Policy
• On the 27 May 2016:
– 197 items had been deposited in scope of the HEFCE policy
– 186 were compliant
• 9 were missing files
• 2 were non-compliant (1 long embargo and 1 with no embargo information
available)

• Work in progress on a number of approaches
– Local support, integration of department process and implementation
of national initiatives

Conclusions
• Be careful what you wish for!
• Cultural change is coming
– But slowly!
• Need to revisit the benefits of open access in light of the new
environment
• Micro-transactions are a strain on existing processes
• Policies are framed in the assumption of standardisation

Thank you for listening!
• Any questions?
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